Total partnership to deploy world's first autonomous offshore robot
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ABERDEEN – Robots could soon be working autonomously alongside humans on a North Sea platform as part of a world-first project from the Oil & Gas Technology Centre, Total E&P (Total) and taurob, in partnership with Technische Universität Darmstadt (TU Darmstadt).

The 18-month project will develop and trial a mobile robot for autonomous operational inspection of facilities on Total's onshore Shetland Gas Plant and offshore Alwyn platform.

The trial is the first time an autonomous ground robot will be used on an operational oil and gas installation. The landmark project could start a revolution in robotics offshore that improves safety, enhances productivity and reduces costs.

The Technology Centre and Total are developing the robot with Austrian manufacturer, taurob and TU Darmstadt in Germany, who collaborated to win Total's ARGOS (Autonomous Robots for Gas and Oil Sites) challenge in 2017.

The challenge involved developing an autonomous robot that could perform routine tasks and respond to challenges in a simulated oil and gas operational environment.

The robot developed by taurob and TU Darmstadt is ATEX-certified (certified to work in gas environments without risk of ignition), can perform visual inspections, read dials, level gauges and valve positions, navigate through narrow pathways and up and down stairs, measure temperature and gas concentration, and detect and navigate around obstacles and humans.

The project will develop a further two versions of the successful ARGOS robot that are more robust and reliable, have improved functionality and can be operated by workers offshore without the requirement for onsite robotics experts.

**RELATED NEWS ///**

- Fracring robots in the works as oil field is digitized (8/21)
- LNG heads out the door as Asia outbids European utilities (8/21)
- Halliburton automates hydraulic fracturing with first-of-its-kind service (8/21)
- Pipetech wins caisson management contract from Nexen (8/21)
- Oil trades near $67 as investors assess outlook for U.S. crude (8/21)
- Crowley successfully supports Appomattox platform tow-out (8/20)

**FROM THE ARCHIVE ///**

- ShaleTech: Permian Basin (December 2014)
- Permian basin leads the pack (November 2014)
- Production gains through the reuse of produced water in fracturing (November 2014)
- Subsea infrastructure growing and moving deeper (November 2014)
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